
FraudScan monitors the entire customer journey from ad banner or social post through to payment 
page, providing comprehensive detection of fraudulent advertising campaigns and non-compliant 

advertising flows.

Our monitoring and testing is undertaken via an effective combination of in-depth analyst 
research and automated monitoring tools.

Empello operates a fleet of local test equipment in each country where we are active which is 
connected to all mobile networks. This ensures that our advertising monitoring and service tests 
represent a proper local experience exactly as a mobile user in that country would experience.

The in-country hardware is connected to our test centre in London, where a fully trained, native 
speaking Compliance Analyst performs in-depth research and analysis of the customer journey 

across a range of digital channels, as well as supervising all monitoring and testing by our 
automated monitoring tools and our operations team in Asia.

Where does FraudScan Work?

Empello is currently operational 
in more than 30 Countries, 
covering almost 80 Mobile 
Operators and 1 billion mobile 
subscribers.

We capture more than 50000 
unique Campaign User Journeys 
every month.

Adult advertising, advertising 
aimed at children, unpermitted 
affiliate flows, non-compliant 
payment pages, incorrect flows 
and opt-ins



What does FraudScan find?

For more info

Contact us Check online

If you would like to know more about FraudScan 
please get in touch or go online.

+44 (0) 203 189 1660 
info@empello.com

empello.com

10 years of fighting fraud 

Content Locking
False promises to get games credits, Paypal hack, Whatsapp 
hack, Instagram followers if you subscribe to service

Brand Passing Off
Advertising looks like it is from Whatsapp, Facebook, or 
another company or person

Non-compliant Advertising
Adult advertising, advertising aimed at children, unpermitted 
affiliate flows

Get results in real time!
Every journey is monitored and recorded on Empello’s 
workflow management portal for you to review immediately, 
so you can tackle non-compliant advertising at source 
quickly and effectively
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